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Senate meets despite contract ·dispute
By Harvey Meyer

The SCS University Senate
met Wednesday despite the
SCS
Faculty
Association
president's contention that the
senate was overstepping its
bounds.
. Association President Ludmila Voelker claimed after the
· meeting that the senate was
obsolete because the SCS
Faculty Association
Executive Council (F AEC), a body
representing SCS faculty
members under the new
faculty contract, voted to
dissolve the senate.
It was her belief, she said,
that under her interpretation
of the contract no group involving faculty members may
"meet and confer" without
discussing with the Faculty
Association Executive Council.
Twenty-five
faculty
members have been elected to
the University Senate.
William Lacroix, senate
chairperson, however, disagreed with Voelker' s interpretation of the contract,

saying the senate inust receive
word from the administration
before being disolved.
"We are still a bonafide
group,' ,-. he said, "and until
we
receive
word
from
President Graham telling us
we are· not a bonafide group,
· we will continue to meet."
Twenty-nine
senators,
mostly students, attended
Wednesday's meeting.
"It is the employer's
responsibility to modify or
repeal the university's constitution. Under the new contract
the word employer refers to
either the State University
Board, the university' s president's and/or their designee.
None of those bodies have
informed us we are no longer
operatioJ?,al," Lacroix sa.id.
"I don't view it as a
legitimate vote. It's not in
their (FA.EC)
power to
dissolve the senate. They can
· request President Graham to
. dissolve the senate but until
that happens we will continue
to carry on with business.''
Lacroix read · a letter at

Wednesday's meeting from
Voelker informing senators
that the FAEC voted to
dissolve the . senate. The
F AEC has also voted to
establish the following committees:
-Admissions and Retention
-Curriculum
-External Studies
-General Education Curriculum
-Graduate
-Intercollegiate Athletics
-Learning Resources
-Nominations and Elections
-Sabbatical Leave Advisory
-University Allocation Advisory
But, Lacroix· said, the
senate does not have to
dissolve until it receives word
from the administration.
"To the best of my
knowledge, President Graham
has not made a decision to
modify or repeal the constitution and since the senate is
under the constitution I think
we should continue to do
business.'' Lacroix said.
'' So I guess we are on

Staff entry into dorms rooms
is a tdu.Chy, exploSive policy
r

(

Fifth in a series
By Vic Ellison

C

Subject: Ent ry of resi~ence
hall staff to_ student rooms.
'' Authorized residence hall
staff members will have the
responsibility and authority to
enter student rooms in
residence halls when such
staff members have good and
sufficient reason to · suspect
probable violations of university regulations. Such entry
will not be effected arbitrarily
or malkiously.
" As is ever the case, the
residence hall staff member
must function with reason and
prudence in the discharge of
his responsibilities, especially
this one. He should be
courteous ... and aware of the
essential ~laim •that every
good campus citizen has to
privacy ... ''
Called by every dormitory
director the most touchy and
explosive policy in the books ,
the right to enter rooms has
had students angry at staff
members for years.
''When a student moves
into a dorm, he does not lose
his right of search,'' Director
of Residence Hall Programs
ming Mike Hayman said.
''There still has to be a
. warrant' to search a room,
although the college still
reserves the right to enter a
room,'' Hayman said.

· St. Cloud city residents
will vote for mayoral a_nd city
council candidates Monday in
a primary election. Polls will
be open 7 a.m. - 8 p.m. ·
According to city · hall
officials, vpters will make their
preference from the three
mayoral contenders as well as
three choices from the 11
candidates seeking three
vacant city council seats.
The top two mayoral
contenders and the top six city
council candidates will appear
on the ballot for the April 19
general election.
City residents who are not
registered voters but who are
18 and have resided in the city
for 30 days may do so on
election day at their polling
place. Some form of identifica. tion must be presented or two
other people must vouch for
the resident prior to registration.

• ,.

room without first identifying
themselves.
"Our policy is that we knock
first , then when no one comes
to the doo·r, we use our master
key,' ' said Holes Hall director
Patty Hoffman. "We doh't
time it, but it usually takes
about 30 seconds."
" It gets to be a game
sometimes,'' Hill-Case Director Paul Begich said. ''The RA
can hear doors slamming, but
he waits. The first time he
enters, he will tell them -that
alcohol is not allowed and they
better get rid of it.
" If he comes back five
minutes or even an hour later
and can hear the same thing
going on, he will end the game
by knocking and opening the
door at the same time,''
Begich added. "Since the kids
haven't had time to stash the
cans, he finds beer."
Begich said he does not
have any pity for students
involved in drinking when his
rights are violated by an RA
entering hi's room.
"I don't feel anyone's rights
have been violated if the
student has no respect for
what we do,'' Begich said.
-Jerry Erickson Sherburne
Hall director, is one of the
more experien~ed, having
been at SCS since the
· mid-1960s .

Nothing can be moved by a
staff member if fhe right of
entry is used, according to
Hayman. Lifting up cushions
or opening closets would
constitute a search and it is
illegal. · ·
"They had better be careful
what they do,' ' Hayman said.
"Those RAs (Residence Assistants) won't misuse their
privileges. They coulq not,
would . not and damn well
better not. "
To provide protection for
the
RAs,
Hayman
has
instructed them to never enter
a room unless there · are at
least two of them.
"It is to make sure the
student gets a fair shake too,"
Hayman said. ;
While most. directors are
hesitant to enter rooms, some
consider it a part of their
duties. In all cases, most of
which involve illegal drinking, Dorm rights
directors will not break into a Continued on page 2

. safeguards whether we are
under the university's constitlition or the U.S. constitution
because we have the right to
, peaceably assemble .to discuss
matters of mutual -concern,''
he said.
Lacroix said he viewed the
senate's action as a "feather
in our cap" since there is
"work that must be done." He
said that at the other state
universities work has nearly
halted because . they are
waiting for direction from
their administrations.
"Perhaps -I'm going too
far," Lacroix said, "but you
have to go to the extreme if
you're trying -to make a point.
I don't have anything to
protect except the confi~ence
senate members have placed
in me." .
The University Senate .will
continue to meet as long as
they have a quorum of 29
members, according to Lacroix.
In other action, the senate
voted to recommend to the
F AEC that Earth Science be
given- departmental status.

Mayor, council
primary set
for Monday

'"

Photo by Dwight Hazard

Dormitory directors consider· the right to enter students rooms as the
most exploalve and touchy policy they deal with.

Dorm rights
Continued from page 1
;

.

Bothered by dorm.problems?

"Back in 1967, the RAs
In keeping with our
blitzed the rooms,'' Erickson
policy of seeking student
said. ''They stood everyone
input on Chronicle stories,
outside their room anci looked
the Chronicle is asking
everywhere. That was defistudents
experiencing
nitely an infringement of
problems living in the
constitutional rights.''
dormitory to tell us about
. Erickson said he sees his job
them.
as that of a landlord. When
If a part of the dorm
something injurious, illegal or
rights series has brought
damaging is going on, he will
instruct his RAs to enter.
rooms, ·but due to the policy,
"We
haven't
had
a RAs cannot look for it.
complaint in years,'' Erickson Borasch instructed her RAs to
said. "Whenever possible, I tell the offenders that it would
don't want the staff to go in. I be advantageous for them to
would rather have them call dump out whatever alcohol is·
me.
hidden.
"If I am not around, I want
''.They have been caught
there to be at least two of once and another bust would
them, for their own _protec- just go on their record,"
tion.''
Borasch said.
"We are very careful not to
'' A lot of students give me
act like, 'Aha, we gotcha.' We the line, 'Why can 't I drink
are not vindictive. Anything here? They haven't done
visible we take. Period," anything about it. Sometimes,
as part of their punishment, I
Erickson added.
Most entries involve a loud make them write a letter to
· stereo that is bothering other their senator or representastudents. Without a proper tive," she added.
Benton Hall Director Tom
reason, people can drink as
much as they want and not get . Weiser calls it an "immature
caught, according to the dorm ·
directors .'
"Iffour or five people drink
quietly without causing problems, there is no way we will
know about it,'' Mitchell Hall
Director Elaine Borasch said.
" We're not the knd that
listen at the keyhole, Borasch
explained. " We don't usually
go into a room, only if
neighbors complain."
Many times it is evident
there is more alcohol in the

· to light a sim,i lar problem,
please write the Chronicle
and let us know. Letters
may be sent by intercampus mail to 136
Atwood Center.
A compilation of the
letters will be published at
-the end of the series.
game.''
"I am not forced to play
along with the game, I am just
told to uphold the law,"
Weiser said.
Weiser also tells the
troublemakers.to write a letter
to their congressman.
"I have acted to try to
change the law, spending last
year as vice-president of the
Student Component Assembly. When I enter a room, I tell
, them not to complain,"
Weiser said.
Weiser has set some of his
own guidelines, including
never walking. away from · a
room after knocking. He also
· will not call on the phone and
warn them he is coming .

Since he serves in an RA
position (there are no RAs in
Benton), Weiser acts much
like other RAs.
"One thing I will never take
is someone slamming a door in
my face," former Sherburne
Hall RA Scott Eales said. "If
they open when I knock and
slam it when they see me, I
will use my key."
"I don't think it would solve
any problems if I knocked and
walk away,'' Eales said.
''The only time I really use
my key ~ when there is a fire

alarm and I have to get
everyone out. Then I just bust
in on them, no matter what
time," he said. "Boy, have I
seen some weird things.''
Stearns Hall RA Dave Byrne
follows normal . policy by
waiting 30 seconds, then
entering.
"I usually don't talk with
the guy that night; who wants
to try and be logical with a
drunk," Byrne said.
·Tuesday: Searching grocery
bags which are brought Into
SCS residence halls.

'WM FEVER"
....

HISTORIC
CORNER BAR

Will be at the

on Sunday, March 28th
Winner of the $25 drawing:
Rob Holt

~-''The Real Thing'?-:
,._

is Now available on SCSU campus
at the Atwood Deli and the Snack Bar
Coca C~la•Buhhle Up

Alum_ni Association
to give scholarships
The Alumni Association
will give away seven_possible
scholarships
to
students
enrolled for the 1976-77
academic year at SCS.
Scholarships are available
to students maJormg in
medical technology, biology,
conservation, vocal music and
elementary education. Scholarships will also be given to
political science students in a
legislative internship, incoming freshmen or transfer
students and students planning to student teach.
Specific ·amounts for each
scholarship will be determined
by the SCS Alumni Association Scholarship Committee.
Further information and
scholarships application forms
are available at the Alumni
House. The deadline for
submitting application forms
for scholarships is May 14.

•

Fresca• Tah•Mr. Pihh
.
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• Frostie Root Beer•
In cans; quarts

and½ gallons

r;~_

t

Cold to go at
popular prices!

J) flOZ

13£3
Clip Out T_his Valuahle Coup~n And Save!

-----------------------------------------A Dow:8 Payment On
REFRESHMENT
39cQFF
Note to Dealer

ON 6-PAKS OF CANS

-ONLYCorrection
Recent Taco tasters ' tests have proven Taco John 's Tacos to be
the most taste tantalizing t acos in
town . Discover them at 30 North
10th Ave ... Taco John's.

oNLY REDEEMABLE AT
ATWOOD SNACK BAR!
[Expires 5-1-76] SCSU

This coupon will be redeemed by our
salesman. Your weekly purchase of the
product Indicated at the left must be
sufficient to cover all coupons
redeemed by us. Vold If prohibited,
taxed, or restricted. Your customer
must pay any required bottle deposit
and sales tax. Cash value 1/20 of 1
cent.

Viking Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
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Kay Row Community Center (722 S
14th St)
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Lincoln School ·(33e 5th Ava SE)
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Seberger Park Field Houaa (3rd St N &
2181 Ave)
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Empire Park High Rlaa (54 4th Ave N)
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·Cathedral -High School (7th Ave N &
3rd St)
Armory (1710 8th St N)
Madiaon School (2805 9th St N)St. John ' • Cantlua School (150!'> N 3rd
St)
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Eleven residents _vie for city ·councn positions
By Mary Robe~
Eleven St. Cloud residents
are seeking victories in the
primary election Monday for
placement on the city council
general election ballot.
The top six candidates
emerging from the primary
will be placed on the ballot for
the April 19 election which will
fill three vacant council seats.
The candidates talked with
the Chronicle this week and
discussed their campaigns and
qualifications f(?r the positions.

Qoud Hospital and is_also a
licenseclcosmetologist. He is a
member of the Hospital
Personnel · Advisory Committee and is a Scoutmaster.
Chavez cited particular
interest in the council position
stating his concern for people
in the name of progress for the .
city as a whole.
.
- "I'm basically a family man
and a home owner,'' he said,.
"so I'm concerned about what
will be happening to these
knids of peop~e in the St.
Cloud area."

:,..

Belanger, 38, a life-long
resident of St. Cloud; has
spent the last seven years as
manager of Bel Clare Acres, a
mobile home residential area.
He is also taking classes at
. SCS, nearing completion of a
degree w·ith emphasis in the
fields of urban sociology and
political science.
"In the development of Bel
Clare, I feel I have learned a
great deal about the needs,
wants and desires of city
residents. I thereby feel this
could be a real asset if I were Harold Fleegel
to be elected," Belanger said.
Belanger is also a project
Another life-long city resicoordinator for the St. Cloud dent, Fleegel, ·28, is employed
Sertoma Club.
as Community Organizer for
the Central Minnesota Group .
Henry Chavez
Health Organization.
A former SCS student and
A 25-year resident of St. ·c urrent District 17 DFL Chair-·.
Ooud,
Chavez,
50,
is person, Fleegel is running for
~p}~yed .. ~s a · cook at St. the. ,second time for a· city
Friday·, March 26, 1976

campaign with criticism towards the present council.
"I don't believe the council
is listening effectively to the
people," Massman said. "I
feel they are exercising more
control over commissions and
policies than they actually
should be."
He also expressed concern
over the· present budget and
said that it should be more
closely examined by the city.

.Cybil Hollerln

Daniel Murphy

Hollerin, 65, a retired St ..
Ooud police officer after 28
years on the force ; has lived in
A part-time SCS instructor, St. Cloud all her life.
Colomy, 31, is also . chief pilot
Hollerin is a member of the
examiner at St. Cloud Airport. American
Association
of
He has resided in-the city· for University Women (AAUW)
over 20 years. Colomy is also a and_ annual worker for the
member of the St. Cloud Elks Mar~h of Dimes.
and ·Rotary Clubs.
''Because I was under Civil
"I definitely believe there is Service, I coul~ not become
room for fairly young people actively involved in political
on the council who are not in activity. I retired from the
big business," Colomy said. police department and decid"I've worked with many state ed I would come out of
and federal agencies so I feel retirement to try to get
these are all qualities which involved with the city in some
would be in my favor.' '
other way," Hollerin said.

John _Colomy

Roger Bel,anger

council seat.
Fleegel is concerned ·that
citizens are not becoming as
politically active as they
should.
''I think being active in the
political system is extremely
important, especially at the_
local level because individuals
can have· such a !femendous
impact on it. This is basically
why I'm seeking the office
again," he said.

Running for council for the
second time Murphy, 45, said
his major concern for the city
is the economic problems it
faces. Murphy is a stockbroker
for Dain, Kalman and Quail.
- "It would be my concern to
try tcr prevent worse economic
problems from occuring within
-the city," he said.
A graduate of SCS, Murphy
is a member of the American
Legion, Knights of Columbus
and the Steams County
,Historicat" Society.

civic affairs of the city because
they are the biggest industry
in St. Cloud," ~easbeck said.
Terry Serie

Serie, 27, _is another SCS
graudate, having majored in
government and criminal
justice. He - is cu_rrently
employed at the Center for the
Study of Local Government
and is a member of the Board
of Directors for this area's
Community Action Program .
He is also a member of the St.
Cloud Human Rights Commission.
- Serie said that in the 1974
city election, only 89 voted of
. 3000 potential student-voters
cast ballots.
''The _students should be
somewhat ·ashamed of that
record and in my opinon,"
Serie said. "They should
either vote or shut up
regarding problems die campus faces in relation to city
·growth and development."

Donald Sikkink
George Reasbeck

One of two incumbents
seeking reelection, Reasbeck,
John Massmann
51, has been active as
A history professor at SCS, chairperson of the Metro
Massmann, 44, received his Transit Commi_ssion.
B.A. from St. John's UniverA graduate of the University
sity and earned his masters of Minnesota, Reasbeck is a
and doctorate at the Univer- member of the American
sity of Minnesota. He has Legion and Knights of"
resided in the St. Cloud area Columbus.
for 13 years.
"SCS
students
should
Massmann · initiated ·.-. his · : oecorite'tteepif hivdi~~tHii:thi ·

An S<;:S speech professor for
the past 13 years, Sikkink
rec_eived his B.A., masters
and doctorate from · the
University of Minnesota.
Active in many SCS
programs,
including
the
Denmark Exchange, Sikkink
said this is the first time it has·

Candlcbates
eontititied oil page

13 _~;.~:.Paqe3

Opinions
Vote Monday
Talk of student apathy has
always existed. The _self-righteous have pointed fingers at
those who have minded their
business and failed to be active
in community affairs. Self-proclaimed philosophers continue
the ram page by annointing
themselves and degrading
others.
A favorite area of attack is
voter apathy. People have
believed the lack of student
activism, so rampant in the late
1960s, can be attributed to the
sagging economy arid decreasing job opportunities. That is
hogwash.
The reason for lost faith, in
politics specifically, is not the
lack of interest, but the lack of
faith that they can do anything ·
that will matter. A candidate
seldom acts in a manner that
makes a student sit up and take
notice. Not many act to the
students' best interests.
But continuing the mindless
apathy will not solve the

Letters ·

II

underlying problem-le gislators in office who will not take
care of student-related business. The only way that will
happen is if students take the
initiative and get out to vote.
There are three . candidates
for St. Cloud mayor and 11
candidates for city council
seats. The primary election
Monday will cut the field to two
and six, respectively. Many of
the candidates have campaigned ·at SCS; three are instructors
at SCS.
By
exammmg
positions
taken by candidates, potential
student voters have the
opportunity to decide for
themselves who would best
represent them in St. Cloud
city government.
If stud~nts do not get out and
vote, they will have no one to
blame but themselves when
crucial legislation does not go
their way. ·
Take a stand. Show you care.
·-Vote Monday.

Chairperson's view:
manufactured facts
To the editor:

I had the pleasure of attending my
first Student Activities Committee
(SAC) meeting March 18. The reason I
attended w.as to hear the chairpersons'
rebuttle against Sue Wurster's claims.
It was a learning experience I studied
the chairpersQn' s explanations and
found that they paralleled Nixon's
statements about Watergate; I now
know what manufactured facts are.
During the meeting I was under the
impression that a guideline was being
followed by the chairperson only to
find out there wasn't one. If there
isn't, then why are we still paying him
to irresponsibly follow a non-existent
set of guidelines? The chairperson,
should accept responsibilities, criticism, and be a~le to admit mistakes. If
he isn't going to do this, maybe SAC
should be renamed Student Activities
Person (SAP) to reflect the actions of
the chairperson.
Perhaps now that a vice-chairperson
has been elected maybe the SAC
meetings, that are open to students,
will be listed in the Chronicle.
Stephen Freathy
· sophomore, English

,_

Mayor's personality,
true issues twisted

Students need lawyer
The Student Component
Assembly (SCA) has taken
commendable action with an
attempt to hire a full-time
lawyer for its infant organization,
the
Student
Legal
Information Center (SUC).
While students educated in
legal matters have been
staffin.g sue since its inception
last year, all -they can do is
advise the client to see a lawyer
if a serious problem arises.
Threat of legal liability stopped
anything further . .
In the future, students would
not
have
to
pay
the
unquestionably high price for
legal advice-it would be paid
for through Student Activity
Committee (SAC)-collected
money. For $1 each year, every
student will have access to at
least a meeting with a bonified
Jawyer. SUC's lawyer will not
accompany a student to court
(there would be no time for
other work if he did) but will
handle work up until that point.

To the editor:

SCA Pres. Chuck Backes
said the addition of a lawyer
would cover, the students in
legal matters much as the SCS
Health Services takes care of
students physical needs. In a
more ·complex, legalistic world,
students need all the help they
can get.
The convenience - of having\
' the ' office in Atwood Center
shouJd appeal to students
living both off-campus- and
on-campus, since Atwood is a
well-traveled _building at SCS.
All students pay activity fees
and should make use of the
service.
By obtaining the lawyer,
SUC would be well on its way
to mat-ching the success of its
SCA half-brothers, the Sfodent
Employment Service and the
Student Ombudsman Service.
With proper administration
and funding, SUC could very
well surpass them both and
become the most successful
student service at SCS.

Page4
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The Chronicle's endorsement of
Alice Ford for mayor of St. Cloud
(March 19) likens her as a David up
against a Goliath (incumbent Alcuin
Loehr). While such comparisons are
fine for historical fables, I thiflk it
distorts true issues and personalities
involved.
As a student here for three years
and_having had the chance to speak
with the mayor a few times, I've
surmised he is not the ogre the
editorial says he is. He · has, in fact,
defended the SCS's position on the
10th Street bridge issue.
Although I don't necessarily favor
Loehr for reelection (I'm Ul}decided), I
believe there were some points made
which need clarification.
In reference to extending the
four-hour parking limit to 10, the
editorial states, ''Loehr denounced the
plan as selfish and said he would never
pass a change such as that without
consulting the neighborhood (who, he
said, would be very much against the
plan)." Qf course he should consult
the community, they must park on the
streets, too. By admitting they would
likely be opposed to 10 hours · (an
honest assessment, considering he
was addressing students), he left the
door open to compromise.
The editorial further states "Loehr
shied away from answering questions
-dealing with student issues." I was at
- -, ~
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the forum referred to and cannot recall
this occuring, unless it was when the
mayor was asked qu~stions pertaining
only to campus issues, rather than city
wide issues, which he could answer
with more expertise.
And aS-for the descriptin of Loehr as
"seemingly nervous to be on campus
and confronted with students's
questions," I saw no hint of that
whatsoever.
Loehr did initially
disagree with liquor on campus, but
later said he would favor it if
non-drinkers'. rights were observed.
Student issu~s are important-to
students. But let's keep the issues in
perspective. The non-student citizens ·
of St. Cloud will bend-but not
bow-to demands of students.
However, it will only happen when we
quit thinking of a mayoral election as
an "us vs. them" proposition.
Roy Everson
Junior·
political science, mass communication

Book, smiles given
to share Christianity
To the editor:

For some reason when the word
"Jesus" is mentioned on campus,
either written word or verbal, our
immediate response is one of defense
aQd invasion of privacy. · More and
more I have become aware of this, but
especially when reading the letter,
"Religious beliefs exploited at SCS," ·
in the March 19 Chronicle.
About four months agq a group of
Christians on campus got together in
the hopes of finding some way that
they could share something that meant
a great deal of importance to them.
They call this man Jesus. But they
were searching for _a way they could do
this in such a manner that students
would not feel defensive or under
attack. And so the jdea of gift day
came about.
Gift day was here on campus last
week Monday and Tuesday. It was the
days in which the books were being
given freely. It was almost like
Ch,:-istmas in mid-March.
What I most appreciated about
these two days was not only the free
book but also the many happy faces
that came along with them. Have you
ever noticed that? It makes me wonder
sometimes what in the world these
people are smiling for.
· Lastly, because of this distribution,
religion has not been made unsacred
and certainly not a product that
needed marketing. Rather, religion
has become holy and desirable to me.
It will never need to be placed on a
shelf with a price tag because the price
has already been paid.
Brenda Selbltschka
sophomore, math
Chronicle
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College profitable experience for bead stringer ·
Selling beads to the hippies may be
more profitable than you think.
· Paul spent winter quarter at SCS ,
for what reason it was not clear. Not

that he didn 't study, but he didn't take
school seriously. He had a better way.
After returning from the library
every night, Paul would go into his
room in Benton Hall and began
making his crafts. He would spend
hour after hour stretching strands of
leather taut. He · covered his hands
with athletic tape to avoid the leather's
biting cut.
Paul came from Bird Island, a small
Minnesota town. He learned at a
young age to be self-reliant and has
continued being so ever since, even in
college.
Paul is one of the few people I have
known that have made college a
profitable experience. Trying to
survive the quarterly scare of checks
returning marked ''insufficient funds''
or scraping together tuition money is
usually hard for students. Not Paul.
He strung oval brown beads onto the
leather strands, imitating ancientIndian
designs.
Although
the
necklaces appeared similar at first

I
I

Vic Ellison·

•
glance, each had a unique pattern.
Paul worked all quarter producing
his bead necklaces. Stockpiling them
in his closet, he did not stop when he
had finished the first few hundred. By
the end of the quarter, Paul had
finished over 400. Then it was time for
him to have fun.
Taking his finals early last quarter,
Paul packed his white Volkswagen
with everything he owned and headed
toward Florida. He never returned.
We got a letter from Paul last week,
explaining why he did not come back
and where he was. It read:
Dear men,

Bet
you' re
wondering
what
happened to me. Had a great time in
Florida, met some chicks and got
drunk. Been out on the beach the last
week and got a great tan.
The beads are selling better that I
thought they would. The hippies down
here have even more money than the
ones up ~here. Half of what l made
pave been sold. No need to go back to
school.
Will come back to Minnesota when
the weather warms up or when I sell
everything and spend the money. See
you then.
Paul

SCS slowly achieving equal employment goals
Editor's note:
Ninety-seven
students and faculty In the human
relations department recently wrote to
SCS Pres. Charles Graham about the
employment of women and minorities
at SCS. That letter was printer In the
March 16 Chronicle. The following ls
the president's response to that letter:

SCS is genuinely committed to
achieving equity in employment and in
educational opportunities for women
and minorities. We share your concern
that progress in achieving our goals
has been slow.
However, we believe that p·r ogress
has been, and is being, made. For
example, in the past three years the
number of women in the faculty has
increased from 91 to 145 and the
number . of minority faculty has
doubled from 8 to 16.
A brief discussion of some of the
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in Response

factors which have limited our
progress may be helpful to you .
Historically, fewer women and
minorities have pursued advanced
graduate study. While this pattern is
changing, the available list of
well-qualified· applicants remains
limited.
Certain fields of study are more
difficult for recruitment than are
others. Geography, economics, educational administration and the several
business fields are a few examples.
Each year we have only a small
number of faculty vacancies, and the
number of well-qualified women and
minorities who apply is limited.
With respect to higher level
administrative
positions,
similar
difficulties
exist.
Women
and
minorities have not heretofore been
found in significant numbers in the
entry level administrative positions,
which provide the
experiential
background necessary to assume the
demanding responsibilities of these

positions. This too is changing, but the the Equal Opportunity Committee, the
available pool of applicants with Affirmative Action Committee, and
administrative experience is not yet the Affirmative Action Officer. The
large.
.
Affirmative Action Officer reviews the
For example, of the 110 applicants employment process and 'the available
for the vice-president for Academic applicants to insure conformity to
Affairs, only 11 were women a~d eight affirmative action principles prior to
were minorities. Two years ago when the issuance of any contract.
we ·s oqght a dean for the College of
At the system level , there is a
Education, out of 153 applic~nts, five full-time affirmative · action officer
were women and nine were minorities. whose full range of responsibilities is
In the lower level administrative . directed towards achieving our , goals
positions , we have been somewhat of equal opportunity within the State
more successful. ,Although the total University System.
number of openings has not been
The university is strongly committed
large, we have succeeded in placing to expanding the opportunities
several women and minorities in these available to women and minorities. It
positions. As they, and others like is also committed to selecting the best
them, gain experience in these qualified appl~cant for each position.
positions, many of them will choose to Both of these goals are of real
make application for the higher level importance to students, to the
positions which require this back- institution and to society.
ground.
I would like to express my personal
SCS conducts a national search for appreciation for your concern and
the large majority of positions in order commitment to equal opportunity for
to expand the pool of available women all citizens. The attitudes reflected in
and. minority applica11ts.
your letter provide considerable
I also point out that there are a reason for optimism that society may .
number of agencies and groups who· have turned the corner with respect to
continually monitor our performance eq_ual opportunity in employment.
in this area. At the local level, we have

~zaYRe
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Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia , Washington " OLY' ®

n a world b uffe ted by change, consider
the unc hanging church key.
On a fateful day in
.G!Pnl>"...,
.
October, 1919, Mac C.
Rosenfeld received Patent
# 1,260, 32 1 for it. A gleaming
symphony of spring steel. the
church key was used by th ree
generations. of thirsty collegiate
Oly drinkers. Not until the twist-top
was its utility questioned, although the
discriminating O ly drinke r will always
keep one on h a nd for rav-Stub~ies and
Oldtime bottles.
The design of rhe church key hasn't
changed because it was mad<' w ith ski ll,
ingenuity and si mplicity. A great beer
doesn't ch ange for many of rhe same
reasons. If it's done right going in, you 'II
have an unchanging standa rd of quality.
Some things never change . Olympia
never will.

I

@[k~!J)~Becr doe!>n't ~t any better.
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Arts/Entertainment
Performance hilarious, yet powerfully satirical
By Chris Filzen

The Monday Night Company of Dudley Rigg's Brave
New Workshop definitely
stand up to their reputation of
being hilarious and yet
powerfully satirical.
The skits they performed
Wednesday night varied from
a guy locking his keys in the
car to a song and dance
routine of the Patty Hearst
trial.
One of the highlights of this
routine was the Patty Hearst
song which includes the lines ,
"My name is Patty, I love my
Daddy. I'm just a little heiress
who was raped by William
Harris. " The skit ends with
"Have you heard the latest.
Patty's ~ielson ratings aren't
the greatest, apd Mary
Hartman, Mary Hartman is
now on ·top."
All eight members of the
company have backgrounds in
theatre except one. Jane
Greenwood who describes
herself
as
a · ''welfare
mother. " The other members
of the group are John
Remington,
the
director:
Laura Justad; Bill Mahler;
Marv Krueger; John Stenson;

Linda Daun, the pianist; and
Michael Scheimo on lights.
''We write all our own
material which gives control of
what you're saying," Greenwood said.
She said their strong point
is in , spontaniety.
This
spontaneity was illustrated at
start of the snow with the
introduction by the company
referring to ABOG, the
sponsor's of the program, as
"a swamp." ·
Much of the material used
consists of everyday experiences. A bus ride is turned
into a "love nest on wheels."
When the man gives the
w0rhan involved a plastic
flower saying ''It will never
rot," she replies "Just like my
feeling for you."
From this the company
turned to a salvation mission
routine where the regular
sister is not able to make it
because she is attending a
sensitivity workshop for reserve mining in Hibbing. The
cook fills in for her.
Among other words of
wisdom spewed from his
mouth he beseeches the
· d.
t i 11
th 1
au tence O O ow
e ong
road to salvation, adding

"Lord knows that for some of
you it's going to be a _really
long road, you all know ym.r .
wouldn't be here if you
weren't losers."
·Toe Company made use of
thier skill in visual portrayal in
a skit involving ducks carrying
on a conversation while
avoiding being shot by ·

hunters. The duck .character- more thought - provoking than
istics portrayed were good. humorous. The one who had
The group constantly used taken a blood oath never to go
cliches. ."You're chicken," into advertising became an
"You're a lucky duck," or in advertising manager who was
reference to spending a winter going to work for revolution
in Minnesota "Die cold duck" -"within the system."
added to the humor.
A barroom meeting of old Company
college buddies proved to be Continued on page 7

·
Photo Dy Chery{ Matakls

The members of the Monday Night Company
portray riders on the Hennepin 6A Bus. Sharing

ABOG film committee adopts Ii
banana as identifying symbol
•

more than conversation, Laura refers to It as "our
love neat on wheels."

Calendar

Film:
"Don't Look Now," a Nicholas Roeg film, will be shown free
at 3:30 and 7:30 p.m. today in th~ Atwood theatre.
"Serpico," starring Al Pacino, will be shown at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday in Stewart Hall Auditorium. Admission is
free with student I.D.

group a distinct identity. The cessful last year.
name Bwana Productions and
Bwana Productions decides
Bwana Productions is ''the a banana serve as the which films are to be shown at
other theatre in town," says committee's logo, McGuire the theatre. They usually try
Pat McGuire, Atwood Board said.
to get a generaJ theme or Theatre:
of Governors (ABOG) film
ABOG films have been series such as the co~temporAuditions for three student-directed one-act pl_ays will be held
governor.
shown in the Atwood theatre ary •· directors series now
The film committee chang- for
approximately
seven showing. McGuire said that Monday and Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Room 219 of the
edits name last year to Bwana •years. Before that, the films ideas for summer and fall Performing Arts Center. Men and women are needed for the
Productions to add personality were shown in the Atwood quarter are now
being casts of "The Indian Wants the Bronx, " "Aria da Capo" and
to the name and give the Civic-Penney room.
discussed at the committee '' A Phoenix too Frequent.''
Presenting the films in the meetings.
AMC theatre has its drawMost of the committee's Art:
backs, according to Mike films come from film distribA. fabric display by Walter Nottingham will be exhibited in
Sullivan, graduate assistant tor's catalogs. Bwana Producfor ABOG.
Because of tions receives the catalogs Kiehle Visual Arts Center gallery beginning Monday and
running through April 16. Gallery hours are weekdays, 8
carpeting and padded chairs, free, according to McGuire.
no drinking or smoking is
When tbe film distributors a.m.-4:30 p.m. and Thursday evenings 5-8 p.m.
allowed. However, Sullivan don't have something the
Photos by members of the SCS Photo Lab are now on display
said that many of the committee wants, they write
downtown · theatres
have to television stations . ·and in the Atwood gallery. .
similar policies·.
request the films. They hope
A photography display by Timothy Crowley can be viewed
The Atwood theatre seats to be able to show the Twilight
through
Tuesday in the Atwood ballroom display case.
200 people but has accomo- Zone next fall by doing this.
dated more than this number,
McGuire said old films are
McGuire said.· Because of the usually less expensive then Music:
enormous response to a few new ones. Most of the films
The scs·concertchoir will perform Tuesday -at 8 .p.m. in the
films, larger facilities have shown by Bwana Productions
been used in the past.
are 5-20 years old, but once in St. John's University auditorium.
The Atwood ballroom 'may a while newer ones are
Impressionist David Frye will
A guitar recital entitled "Four Centuries of Wordless
perform Monday at 8 p.m. In the be used in April to show a brought in.
Expression"
will be presented tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Stewart Hall Auditorium. Frye's Monty Python film. McGuire
The films run between $100 Performing Arts Center Recital Hall.
act
Is
based
on
satirical
Impressions of polltlcal figures expects good student response and $150 on the average.
Some of the films come in Leet~:
Including Richard Nixon, Spiro to this film.
Agnew, Hubert Humphrey and
This spring Bwana Produc- package deals.
Lyndon Johnson. Tickets are on tions hopes to show films outBwana Productions films
A blcen~nnial lecture entitled "The American Revolution
sale at the Atwood ticket office.
ctoors
on
the
west
waH
of
can
be
seen
on
Wednesdays
at
and
the French Connection" will be presented Saturday at 7:30
Prices are $2 for SCS students,
p.m. in the Benedicta Arts Center, College of St. Benedict. The
$2.50 for community students, Atwood, McGuire said. A 7:30 p.m. and Fridays at 3:30
and $3 for general admission.
si"Jitlt.~Jl.~otvi\!Pf· ?t ,h t\ --,p~JJ1, ?}Q,,~~i'I.. ~ ·,.~.,.:,:- ~;.. ;,i•,~ le~tUJ~!~..ill be §5a9!e . )£lzenia_ fo~ r ..St. J3~ '. p.r~side.nt, .
;\.1.:;t.\oi ,.-~ 0 . ;_ 1 ,r,!,; c : ·:~~~r,I.El::ric~,'-~ ~~ ~ ILX"ltl
t.."'By Darcy Bruley
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Band demonstrates
true togetherness
in bluegrass music
By Terry Katzman

Photo by Darlene Bless

The four members of RlppleMeade, playing
bluegrass music, display their strumming talents

Company
Continued from page 6
One hadn't graduated after
seven years. He had expanded
his major. And the other, who
was writing a great novel had
become a social worker.
Within the conversation the
astute comment was made,
"Old revolutionaries don't
crawl off and die, they get
hungry and cop out."

on-stage at the Coffeehouse Apocalypse Tuesday,
March 23.

The Monday Night C9mpany's l~ok at ~he Bicentenial
is quite unique.
Our founding fathers · came
over on the ''Nina, Pinto,
Mustang II and a Mayflower
Compact." One settler is
heard to exclaim, "That rocks
look just like our old
Plymouth.''
The cheer "Push 'em back.
Push 'em back, way back" is
background for Indian history.

When gold is discovered a cry
of "Goldi What a rush!" is
heard.
The Civil W,ar era is
accpeted
by
appropriate
quotes of Scadett O'Hara's.
The industrial revolution · is
visually portrayed by mechanical movements in a human,
assembly line. The assassinations of the Kennedys are
acted out and the attempts on
Gerald Ford are conveyed by
his stating ''Band, you
missed, bang you missed."
The Bicentenial routine
ends the program appropriately with the quote, "The
Revolution never ended-it's
just takin' a rest."

RippleMeade, a four-man
showcase performing bluegrass, turned the Coffeehouse
Apocalypse into a veritable
hoe-down Tuesday night. The
band offered an extensive
program of traditional tunes
· mixed with the work of more
recent composers.
The tightness of the group
was
evident
in
"Dixie
Hoe-dqwn,"
the
group's
opener. This fiesty number
was played at a runaway
tempo with some really fast
picking. Here the band
exhibited a true sense of
exhiliration and togetherness.
"Some of Shelly's Blues,"
the next number, displayed
yet another dimension of the
group's vast versatility. RippleMeade
possesses
the
unique musical ability to play
many different instruments.
At various t1mes during the
evening the group played
electric/ acoustic guitars, banjos, bass and harp.
The interchange of instruments between group members was very smooth; the
group's stage prescence was
of extreme professional quality. "Black Diamond" and
" Slewfoot" revolved around
some true banjo wizardry.

JAWS

Concert review
By this time the band had
sufficiently and effectively
stirred up the coffeehouse
atmosphere.
The
Burrito
Brothers " My Uncle," a
robust, peppy tun~. was given
a respectable treatment by the
band.
The sound in general was
the best that . the establishment has produced in at least
the past two years. This was
due to the superior music and
to the Apocalypses' new audio
system which was recently
installed.
"Cripple Creek" and "Little Maggie,'' the closing
numbers of the first set, each
contained a couple of rousing
melodic passages. The songs
were spunky without being
pretentious.
the band wa!i clearly more
vivacious for the companion
set. "Bleaker Street Rag" and
"Pickin' To Beat The Devil"
maintained the energy level
previously attained in the
prior set.
An old Irish fiddle tune,
"Soldier's Joys," was especially enjoyable.
Since the group's instrumental itinerary did not
include a violin, they adapted
it to a mandolin.
The "Salty Dog Blues," a
group standard, received a
small bit of audience vocal
participation. One member of
the audience had a call that
was remarkably like that of a
foghorn.
"Rollin' In My Sweet
Baby's Arms" and the Earl
Scruggs composition "Foggy
Mountain
Breakdown''
brought up the last traditional
tunes of the show. Loudon
Wainwright's
comedic
"Swimming Song" closed the
thoroughly satisfying eveningfrom f9ur musicians who are
making their way up by leaps
and bounds.

Many of his fellow
officers considered him
the most dangerous
man alive-an honest cop.
A MAAMOUNT RELEASE

DINO DE LAUAENTIIS
presents

ALPACIND~
"SERPICO"
Produced by MARTIN BREGMAN Directed by SIDNEY LUMET
Screenplay by WALDO SALT and NORMAN WEXLER Based on the book by PETER MAAS
Music by MIKIS THEODORAKIS Color by TECHNICOLOR'
A Paramount Release

i.::.;hZ-i&iB
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CU'll!.h'la Orts
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7:aa P.M.
FREE WITH ID
.
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7:30 & 9:30 "LUCKY LADY" !PG!

7:00 & 9:15

"1HE HINDENBURG'' [PG)

Now Showing

7:30 & 9:15

NOT SINCE
"ROSEMARY'S BABY"

Pray for the Devil Within Her
- before it preys on you!

""THE
DEVIL
WITHIN
HER" m
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Homosexua
By John Martin Wanl

•·

Photo by DNlght Hazard

Homosexuak ''lf I didn't accept it I would probably be married... (and) messing-around on the side
and I couldn't psychologicaJ/y handle that"

beauty salon in St. Cloud
has publicly announced
homosexuality. For him, 1
covering his sexuality wa
matter of following his 1
feelings. He dated and l
sex with women, he said,
the first time with a guy
better than the 15th time v
a woman.
N\elsen went through
period of doubt questiox;
"why me." It is a nat1
period of frustration that
to be dealt with, in aceep1
your sexuality he said.
'·'Coming · out" was ea
for him than for other g
because he has his 1
business and employer
crimination
was
not
problem, he said. ·
Paul, an SCS student, d
not deny his homosexua
but does not make it pu
information either.
For four years Paul did
know what was wrong v
him . He was engaged at
Feeling that something ,
wrong, he broke the enga
ment and joined the ar
There he met a man ,
helped im realize it
possible to live a gay life st
He accepted his sexm
"officially
on
my
'
birthday,'' he said. Paul
happy with his decision.
"If I didn't accept ii
probably would be .man
and living a 'normal' life,'
said. ''I wouid probably
messing ,around on the
and I couldn't psychologic
handle that.''

Fags, queers, gay boys,
queens, chickens and fairies.
These are some names society
has tagged to one of its
minorities-one of the few
minorities that can still be
legally discriminated against
in many parts of the
nation-homosexuals.
But in the last five years,
homosexuals have become
more active in demanding
rights and gaining acceptability. Publicly acknowledged
gays include people from all
. walks
of
life;
dentists
students, truck drivers, lawyers and politicians.
According to Time magazine, there are currently over
800 gay groups in the United
States. The National Gay Task
Force has a membership of
2,200 and The Advocate, a
bi-weekly tabloid for gays, has
a circulation of 60,000, Time
reported.
Time
also
cited
sex
researcher Alfred Kinsey's
work estimating that in the
United States about two
perc·e nt of all women and four
percent of all men were
exclusively homosexual and 13
percent of all men were
predominantly homosexual for
at least three years of their
lives. Time ~aid a consei:vative
estimate of those exclusively
gay in the United States is five
million. ·
Although . gays are more
active than in the past, a
problem for many is "coming
out'',. a term used when gays
publicly acknowledge their
sexual orientation.
Glyndon Webb, a psychiaAlthough '' coming out' '
tric· social worker at the serious move for many g1
Central Minnesota Mental Webb said more people cc
Health Center, said problems to the health center av
gays encounter in '' coming they are homosexuals t
out'' center largely on social ones having problems
pressures. Worries' about identification of there sex
discrimination, religious con- -ity.
victions and the loss of family
''The typical reaction is t
and friends play an important don't want to be that ·
part of accepting a homosex- because today homosexm
ual orientation.
is frowned upon by socie1
Ken Nielsen operates a he said. "At this point 1

·Reaction

Stereotype image wrong for homosexual friend
Editor's note: Lisa Brown, a junior
art history, has written the
following essay describing her
friendship with a homosexual at SCS.
She shares with us what that
relationship has meant to lier.
In

By Lisa Brown

The Marines have been advertising
lately with · the catchy phrase their
need for "A few good men." These
words bring to mind how somewhat
ironically it has been my profound
good fortune to know 'a few good
men.' Brave, kind, courteous,
reverent-the list of exceptional
qualities would put the boy scouts to
shame. And yet I say ironic because
these are the very qualities of a very
· dear frieqd who happens .to b~ a
Page8

I·Guest Essay

homosexual.
I write this as a plea for tolerance,
inadept as it may be, for I kqow no
one as tolerant of this many-faceted
world as these people.
With Herculean tolerance and
bravery the gay population faces each
day in a
society rampantly
misinformed with stereotypes and
biases. The fears, insecurities and
self-doubts of the average person has
created these stereo-types and
consequently an environment full of
hostilities which would be difficult for
any human to deal with.
My friend, a homosexual, has been

feared, hated, beat up, shunned and
discriminated against, and yet, there
is no self-pity and little bitterness in
his heart.
Mark Twain has said, "Humor is
the final sign and seal of seriousness,
for it is a proof that reality is held in
honor and in love.'' It is this
philosophy of tolerance, honor and
love that directs his life. It takes a
true man to be brave enough to face
himself and accept himself~esoecially to realize that he has a sexuality
that has been deemed 'socially
unacceptable' by those fortunate
enough _not to have been faced with
it.
Of course, I must admit that in any
minority or in any given population
there are those who ultimately fit
stereotypes, unfair as they may be,

and there are 'good' as well as 'bai
characters. I cannot claim that 1
male homosexuals are as wise ar
exceptional as the ones I -have be1
· honored to know. I can only hope th
we, as people, as humans, will p
forth at least as much of a Hercule,
effort to
kno.w,
acc~pt
a1
understand, or, at very . least,
tolerate, as they, as fellow· humati
have put forth to tolerate us.
For my friend, it is too late for u
here in St. Cloud, at this time; he h
left St. Cloud in search of a mo
lasting peace. He'll be ~ack,
course. There is no denying the pa
for this man, and our paths will ere
again. But for us, here in St. Clou
at this time .. .let's ·get to know a fc
good men.
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are searching to see if there is
somehing to · help them
change.''
The naive attitude. is a
result of a person growing up
in the same cultural backgroung as the rest of society,
Webb said. A common belief
of today's society is homosexuals either can or should
change their sexual orientation, he said. This belief is
even held by a number of men
~ the medical pr.ofessiorr, he
said.
.
The basic assumption is that
heterosexuality is the normal
sexual orientation, Webb said,
and that homosexuality is the,
result of fears and inhibitions
toward a heterosexual relationship. If these mental
blocks_ can be removed, a
person could -reestablish his
heterosexuality, he sai<;l.
However, most of the
center's staff do not accept
that belief, Webb said. There
is no particular philosophy
concerning therapy at tbe
center, he said, adding that
each therapist pursues his
own attitudes.
.
There is also an attempt by
some of society to try to
simplify the
causes
of
homosexuality.
"I , -don't think anybody
really knows how one receives
·a sexual orientation because it
is such a stubtle and complex
thing," Webb said.
Asking someone how they
became a homosexual is like
asking somebody how they
became a heterosexual, he
said.
Webb said a percentage of
homosexual cases · can be
explained in terms of the
psychological influences on an
individual-a strong mother
and passive father or a boy
raised by a mother only. The
trouble with these theories is
they cannot explain the many
cases that do not fit those sets
of facts.
Another theory on homosexuality largely discredited,
is that somebody is geneticlly
"born a - homosexual," he
said.
Paul is quick to point out his
disbelief in this theory.
· ''If they had any real merit,
he asked, "then why isn't my
brother a homosexual?"

few gays would actively let
others know about their
homosexuality that it didn't
work."
People did not want to meet
in public places or bring a
large group of gays into their
apartments, he said. In
addition,there were personality and leadersliip conflicts, so
eventually the group dissolved, ~e said.
Nielsen sees the problem
with social groups as similar to
orgamzmg a group with
similar shoe sizes; there are
just too many personality
clashes, he said.
_
"I'm gay and you're gay so
we're friends," Nielsen said,
'_' it just doesn't make sense."
Since there are no organized
social groups in the St. Cloud
area, gays in St. Cloud travel
to the gay bar scene in
Minneapolis, Nielsen said.
Gus, an SCS psychology
major said he has met a
surprising amount of gays
from St. Cloud this way,
including some from campus.
·He has also met people at a
"bath house" in Minneapolis.
The "bath house" includes
cubicles with beds and orgy
room for group sex and a
television room. It is sort of
health club atmosphere, Gus
said. ·
"It's a place you go to, get
undressed, wrap a towel
around you and crmse, ·' he
said. "People know what
you're there for so it's a very
open atmosphere." ·

Sex

because of social nonacceptDiscrimination in housing raised differently, are not
ance.
-and employment is a primary criminals, do not hurt kids,
Marsha, a lesbian and a concern for gays, according to spread their sexuality by. touch
student at the College of St. Nielsen. Legislation to amend and are not sick, he said.
Benedict, believes society is the state human rights act to
In 1974, the American
hung up on the sexual aspect include gays ha~ failed in the Psychiatric . Association dropof gay relationships. She said past. A proposal to amend the ped homosexuality as ~ mental
people believe sex is the most St. Cloud ordinance has been disorder from its official
important element · of a tabled by the Human Rights diagonostic manual.
homosexual relationshp, but it Commission for further study.
Glyndon Webb said labeling
·is not true.
The proposal would protect homosexuals as mentally sick
"It's the same as with gays against discrimination in was a dubious thing because
hetrosexuals, there are people areas of employment, hous- of the number of highly
who only want sex,'' she said, ing, education and public successful members of society
"but it's not the majority."
who ate gay.
accomodations.
Sex is probably even less
"Peoples sexual prejudices
Ni~lsen said an emphasis
important initially for lesbians now is on educating society to are seldom based on an
then gay males, Marsha said, gay's life styles and problems. objective and impartial apbecause of instilled differ- He is a member of the praisal of facts," he said.
ences in males and females. Minnesota Committee for Gay
People should ask themSociety's influence on the Rights. The committee is a selves why they react more
male is su·ch that they are political
and
educational violently to one variation of
supposed to be sexually organization trying to change social behavior than another
aggressive, she said, so males within the system, he said. It such as drinking or using
play the role.
is composed of men an<l; marijuana, Webb ·· said. He
For · her · an emotional women, gay and striaght, pro believes this type of reaction
involvement is necessary and con, he said.
to homosexuality is changing
Society has to realize that because society as a whole is
before
she . is
sexually
the only difference between more open regarding sexualattracted to somebody.
Her roommate Cindi, also a gay:i and straights is sexual ity.
lesbian, agrees. She goes to a preferences. Gays are not
gay bar or social function to
look for someone who could
share thoughts and problems
on being a lesbian in today's
society, not for a sexual
lb.
100% Beef
partner.
Cindi comes from a Catholic
13.5 oz. pizza
family with a traditional
sexually strict atmosphere.
Hamburger Sausage Pepperoni
· This made it difficult f9r her to
accept her sexuality. She is
not worried about the future
and would be more open about
oz. tub
her sexuality now e~cept_for
fear of seeing her family hurt. ,
5 Varieties
Her ·parents know she is gay,
Ceach
•
but Cindi fears her younger
brothers would-be ridiculed if :·······;····································~---···············
Bottle8 ~
people in their rural h9metown school knew.
Both women have had
problems about their sexuality
and said their emotional and
O.WJ.G1 •--£ff...... -Ms-t11SfttAw.-iS2-rtJJ
social environment is similar
to gay males. They believe it is
easier for females ot live
together because it is more
socially acceptable then two
males living together and this
can hinder male long-term
relationships.

egular Ground Bee
69c

·J eno's Pizza

79ceach

Fruit T' Boot
21

5/$1.0

I Sauk Rapids Dairy Milk in

-ii~·-·11ii,BStfjp~~

Sex is in important part of a
relationship for Gus and was
one of the reasons he needed
to identify his sexuality.
"My sexual desires are very · Neilsen said having a long
strong and I n_e ed to take care term relationship is a concern
of them," he said.
for many homosexuals.
Paul has similar feelings on
Generally, gay relationships
sex.
do not last as long as ·straight
''I lik~ sex, the more the relationship~, Nielsen said.
. merrier," he said. "I don't He attributes this to the lack of
tl!-ink of it as being lustful. I support for gays from church,
just enjoy sex."
. family and society as a _whole.
He said he feels · sex is Legal aspects-a marriage
important early in a homosex- license,
property
ownerual relationship. If a couple is ship-help hold many failing
compatible witli sex, an straight marriages together,
emotional relationship is more he said.
likely to follow, he said. Gays
· Most gays appear in favor of
are frequently labeled promis- giving them the right to adopt
cous, Paul said, but sex is no children.
more import.a nt to gays then
Paul's view examplified a
straights.
common feeling:
·
Currently, there _is no
Niel~en said gays probably
"If a gay couple proves they
organized gay s·ocial group at talk mor~ about sex than are financially and pshchologSCS or in St. Cloud.
straights when they are ically sound and they want to
Paul said there was a group together because they have to adopt kids, they should be
a couple of years ag_o, ·"but so • surpress it in their, daily lives able to," •he said_.
· ·· · · ·

Org~nizations

s

Relationships

*A REPUTATION
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,Sports
Swimmer's goal materiaUzes
at Division II championships
By Betsy Danielson

Bryon Fraser, one of five
SCS men swimmers who went
to the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division II Championships in
Springfield, Mass. last week
came . home an All-American.
Fraser took tenth place in
the Division II meet in the
· SO-yard freestyle. To become
an All-American , a swimmer
has to place in the top 12.
"My goal was to become an
All-American," Fraser said.
''The difference between
second and 12th place was
judged by thousandths of a
second. I was just happy to
qualify.''
Fraser also placed 15th in
the 100-yard backstroke a,nd
was a member of the 400-yard
medley relay team .
This is the second year
Fraser has been to the
Division II meet. Last year he
placed in the top 20.
''The experience of nationals is tremendous," head
coach Mike Chopp said. "It
makes those swimmers much
stronger for next year. ''
The SCS medley relay team
Photo by Cheryl Matakls
consisting
of Fraser, Rick
Bryon Fraser placed tenth In the National Intercollegiate Athletic
Rentz, Jack Post and Steve
Association Division II swim meet to achieve All-American honors.
White, placed 23.

"Everyone was a couple
tenths off so we · had to
catch-up and that hurt
strokes," assistant coach
Mike Mattson said.
"I had hoped the relay
could .have equaled their
conference time or bettered it.
If they had they could have
placed in the top 12,'' Chopp
said.
For junior David Fowler, the
Division II Championships are
getting to be a habit.
Fowler has qualified in
diving for three years. His
freshman year he was unable
to go. His sophomore year he
failed to make the first cut at
the Division II meet and
placed 45. This year Fowler

This ·year's women's track
team has the potential to be
the strongest womens track
team in SCS's history,
according to head. coach Karen
Thompson.
Reasons behind her optimism lie in a relatively
inexperienced team, which is
at the turning point of
becoming skilled tracksters.
''The times that the women
have turned in so far,
unofficially, equal and surpass
many of the SCS records now
standing," Thompson said.
''The potential is fairly
evenly distributed throughout
all the classes, but the one
group of girls who seem to .be
the most ~ncouraging are the
10 freshmen ..They have a big
advantage over a lot of the
girls,' ! she said.
·
"They've had four years of
high school coaching and
experience behind th~m, an
opportunity that a lot of the
current upperclass girls never
had .... '
The freshmen with the most
promise are Kate Krippmen in
the mile run; Mary Wild shot
and discus; Teresa Hillmer,
and 440 yard dash, and Connie
h~fdles, } 9!1& j_µmp a~~ _hi_gh
Page -1-0.- .,

jump; Joa·n Kampa, mile run
adn 440 yard dash , and Connie
Manuel 100 yard dash and the
220 yard dash , Thompson
said.
These women have the
ability to be future record
breakers,
she · said.
At
Bloomington Kennedy, Connie Manuel's time in the
100-yard dash
and the
220-yard dash were 11.4
seconds and 26 seconds. The
SCS record's in these events
are 11.9 in the 100-yard dash
and 28.0 for the 220-yard
dash.
The high school perfor-.
mances by many of the other
freshman also top the SCS
records by a sizeable margin.
This year's captains will be
seniors Dee Griebel, Deb
Krats and Dusty Rippelmeyer.
Dee Griebel was the only
girl last year to place in the
regional meet, which she did.
in two events. Once in the
two-mile run, where she took
third and once in the mile run
where she· placed seventh. She
also h~lds the SCS records in
each of these events.
Deb Krats was one of the
Huskie~' high scorers last year
in the high jump and the
hurdles. Rippelmeyer sat out
most of last y~a_r~ s~~son with

I

Tenni·s team nets second
By Chuck Shatek

The SCS men's tennis team
captured second place behind
host team University • of
Wisconsin-Lacrosse in ·· .the
LaCrosse Invitational March
19-21.
The Huskies defeated the
College of St. Thomas , 6-3;
Stout State University, 6-3 ;
Marquette University , 9-0 and
Winona State University, 7-2.
T~ir only loss was 6-3 to
Lacrosse, a team which went
through
the
round-robin
tournament undefeated.
" Overall the team turned in
an injured knee. Rippelmeyer
a satisfying performance, "
is a long distance runner.
" Some of these girls have assistant coach Bob Colleran
trained all year, while others said. ·
"We had typical first match
have gone out for the various
jitters
but as play went on .we
fall and winter sports to keep
settled down and played some
in shape," Thompson said.
Thompson . is optimistic good tennis.
Individually, Jon Iverson,
about the 1976 track season.
But for now all we can do is who emerged undefeated in
speculate. " Thomp~on said. singles, and Jeff Schwanberg
"The real test comes on April played .well, Colleran said.
Freshman Chuck Felling
1 when the intercollegiate
competition starts. "

Coach sees potential in fresh men track women ·
By Tom Weber

placed 31.
''I was pleased with my
performance but I'm just
setting up for next year. The
competition was stiffer this
year and I was surprised I
moved up, but I guess. I'm
improving along with everyone else." said Fowler.
Rick Rentz also placed 38th '
in the 200-yard breaststroke,
He finished well considedng it:
was his first year at the
NCAA's, Mattson said.
"I could have done better,
but I was really scared. I was
amazed at the surroundings
and all the good swimmers. It
was my first big meet and I
felt like a nobody," Rentz
said.

also turned in a good
performance, according to
Colleran.
''I was really surprised how
well he played," Colleran
said. "I haven't seen him play
much before and he did a very
good job."
Lacrosse had a good team,
including an
outstanding
freshman, Colleran said.
"They defeated us 6-3 but
they have a facility to practice
in," Colleran said. "Ithink we
could beat them in a month or
so after getting in more
practice."
For the first match of the
year the team played well but
got a little tired toward the
end of the tournament,
Colleran said.
f'The guys had to play four
matches a day which takes a
lot out of you but I think we
are in pretty good shape for
· this early in the season," he
said.
Next match for SCS will be
at Gustavus Adolphus April 6.

NORT-H STAR SKI SHOP
Tourney to be held
A "pinball wizard" pinball
tournament will be held in the
Atwood Games Area March
29-31. The final playoffs will
be held April 1.
The first place prize will be
$20 with each of · the six
top-scoring players to receive
a pinball wizard T-shirt.
Each participant will play
two games on three different
pinball machines. The winners
will be determine,d by the
highest six-game score.
The tournament, sponsored
by
ABOG
Games
and
Recreation, i~ open only to
$CS students.

FINAL INVE.NTORY
CLEARANCE SALE
Friday 10:00 AM-

,cLOSI NG
9:00 PM

Saturday

10:00 AM·
5:00 PM

lff you miss this «cme, we'll see
you next September]

FOR SEASON
Mill Mlil/1
22 S. 5th Ave.

251-7841
. Chronicle

Table tennis champion displays versatility
By Rick Nelson
Charlie Wuvanich, winner
of 13 national table tennis
titles, displayed his versatili_ty
with the ping pong . paddle
Wednesday at SCS. He
switched the paddle from one
band to the other and shot
_from behind his back and
between his legs.
Wuvanich, five-time Australian Open champion, put on
the exhibition in the Atwood
Brickyard.
A current star of the
- international . table tennis
circuit and a coach at Magoo's
table tennis club in Minneapolis, Wuvanich demonstrated
the style of play that earned
him world-class status.
Wuvanich's adversary for
,:much of the exhibition was a
fellow coach at Magoo's,
Chuchai Plernpruska (Chan).
Chan and Wuvanich clowned ai:ound in one game-C:han
playing with a two-foot paddle
and Wuvanich a, two-inch
paddle.
Finally, the two accepted
challenges from the audience.
The challengers were spotted
eight points in ap 11-point
game.
The two athletes w_ere
challenged by several students and a faculty member,

Recycle

Charlie Boltuck, SCS psycholWuvanich said he will be coaching and business, '' he Board of Governors (ABOG)
ogy department.
· pl~ying table tennis for two or said.
Games and Recreation ComUnable to pick up the three three more years.
The Wuvancih exhibition mittee.
points needed to beat Chan,
"I would like to go into was sponsored by the Atwood
Boltuck said he was impressed
by the champion's style of
play.
''They can turn it on
anytime they . want to,."
Boltuck said. '' Anytime you
hit the ball back, they are
letting you hit it back.''
SCS student Mike Pote was
the only challenger to beat
them, receiving a $18 paddle
from Magoo's. Their variety of
serves was one reason
Wuvanich and Chan were so
hare to beat-even with an
eight-point advantage, Pote
said.
''Their versatility is amazing, he said. "The multi-directional spins they put on the
ba·ll are hard to play. ''
Wuvanich practices table
tennis three to four hours a
day and eight hours a day
before a championship tournament. He also works out with Photo by Darlene Bless
weights, skips rope and runs Chuchal ·Plernpruska [left] returns the ping pong Wuvanlch has been clocked at 100 mph according to
Charlle Disney, President of the United States Table
ball to Charlle Wuvanlch In table tennis exhibition at
two hours ·a day. ·
Atwood
Center.
In
tournament
play,
a
shot
by
Tennis
Association.
Wuvanich started playing
table tennis when he was
12-years-old. Playing the
game makes him happy, he
said.
By Todd Benson
scheduled is the University of team members have had
"I have a spirit, a feeliqg for
Minnesota Invitational, May competition golf experience
this game," he said.
SCS womeri will have an 7-8.
before, Owens said. Two of
extra choice in intercollegiate
''Because it is the first year three golfed on a high school
sports . this spring. Coach that SCS has had a team," team and one senior transfer,
Joann Owens has organized a Owens said, ''there will be no Ann Lindgren, golfed at
home meets.''
women's golf team.
Austin Community Junior
Of 10 girls that have
Anne Theis, two-time win- College.
expressed interest in playing, ner of the Minnesota Valley
Because it is a new team
only six will be chosen for each Conference when she played this spring, the group will
meet, Owens said. Qualifying for the Buffalo High School have to wait until the ground
rounds will determine the six team, i.'5 expected to lead the dries to practice because the
who will compete in the inexperienced team in their Halenbeck facilities are too
mects.
· premier season.
crowded, Owens said.
The only meet that has been
Only three or four of the 10

Coach organizes women's golf team

this
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You Are Citizens of St. Cloud
Elect a Mayor Who .Realizes T~at
Alice

FORD

HAS COME TO SCSU TO HEAR YOUR CONCERNS
SHE PLEDGES TO:
1. Extend parking limits on city streets from 4 to io hours.
2. Prevent construction of a 4-lane bridge on 10th St.
3. Work to obtain federal funds for bicycle paths.
4. Include students in the city's human rights ordinance.
5. Oppose a city ordinance - now · being considered by the
incumbent - which would require landlords to provide
off-street parking for every car owner. What do you think that
will do to rent prices 7

WHY GIVE THE INCUMBENT 4 MORE YEARS
TO IGNORE YOUR CONCERNS7
.HE'S BETTING YOU WON'T VOTE. PROVE HIM WRONG.

·ELECT

FORD/MAYOR

You can register at the polls on Monday, March 29
F~)iJ, ..~~\~'\'l~..
r_,.,l;ir, "" 1. 1""

Now Playing

''Third Combination''
·wed., ·Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
9 p~m. -1 p.m.
Wed. 3/or 1

7 p.m.-10 p.m.

CAESARS
PHONE: 252-8746

SOUTH HWY. 152

Lega Iinformation center to add lawyer
By Vic Ellison

The Student Legal lnforma:
tion Center (SUC) at SCS has
included in its budget for next 1
year a proposal for a full-time
lawyer who would offer his
assistance free to students.
Estimated.at a cost of 9,000,
the lawyer would work
full-time · on student related

problems including tenantlandlord disputes , contracts
and academic appeals.
SUC ~s funded by the
Student Activities Committee
(SAC).
' 'The job market is tight for
lawyers just coming out of
college,'' Student Component .
Assembly Pres. Chuck Backes
said. ''The experience of

working with a variety of cases
should bring in someone at-the
low cost. "
Other campuses have obtained lawyers for student
use recently, according to
Backes. Interpretation of the
newly-signed· faculty contract
make it imperative students
have a legal mouthpiece,
Backes said.

Formed last year, SUC
"jumped in ankle deep to
begin with, to find out if there
was a need,'' Backes said.
~ecause of the increased need
for the legal center, the
operation will enlarge, he
added.
The intent of the lawyer is
not to go to court with every
student who needs one,

Student government forced to change .
By Vic Ellison

Student government at SCS
will have to change in order to
survive, according to Student
Component Assembly (SCA)
Pres. Chuck Back~s.
With the recent signing of
the faculty contract, the
present structure of the
University Senate will disappear. ln its place is the Faculty
Association, a local branch of
the Executive Council of the
lnter-Far,ulty Organization.
The contract states that any

bargaining with the president
of a university must be done
through the Faculty Association. Written in the contract,
there is no access to the
president regarding policy
discussions that includes all
factions that were represented
in the University Senate.
·
ln order to maintain direct
contact
between
faculty ,
professional ~support personnel and the administrative
personnel, Backes has approached Graham with a
formula of campus concilia-

tion.
Instead of the four grot'Ips
meeting and conferring with
Graham individually, Backes
is promoting an organization
called "CC:"
"Whether it stands for
Coordinating Council, Commit
tee Council, or Coffee Clutch,
it will give the students a

CARS & TRUCKS

John believes:
•·Overtime parking should not discriminate
against students .
• 10th Street needs a· pedestrian overpass
· and the new bridge sh_ould not become a
major truck route.
• The large social and economic impact of
SCSU demands that the community listen
to the students and faculty.

St.Cloud
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"Electro-Blend" - the sure way of 1
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
I
15-minute consultation and :

FREE
:
.
1

1
1
I

introductory treatment
CALL-June McManus 253-1516
for appointment
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

Continued on page 16

• Graduate of SCSU
• Instructor of Aeronautics -. School of Technology

OPEN- 7 DAYS PER WEEK
ATTENDANT ON DUTY

:

Government

Support John Colomy
For Councilman

IIINi IOII ca1· WASH-- - - - -..

SELF SERVICE

chance for input into rational
dissemination
of ideas,"
Backes said.
"It would
preserve the collegiality the
Senate had."
SCA has formed an ad-hoc
committee, chaired by SCA

according to Backes. It will be
more what the name implies.
access to "information." .
''We just want to give
correct information to students, " Backes said.
••SCS students are covered
phys_ically by the Health
Service, mentally by the
academic stimulus, but where
are they legally?" Backes
asked. •'The lawyer could tell
students where their rights
are. "
, SUC was formerly known as
the Student Legal Assistance
Center (SLAC). But when
advised by the Assistant City
Attorney Jan Peterson that
they could suffer possible
liabilities if they provided
incorrect knowledge, they
adapted the name-change.

1

:

· Vote March 29th

1
I

Paid political adv. Inserted by the John Colomy For Councilnum
volunteer committee, 409 32nd Ave. N. , Al Tank-Chairman
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Directly fro_m the Pl?yboy Club
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FM STEREO, FM/ AM RECEIVER,
RECORD PLAYER, 8-TRACK CARTRIDGE
PLAYER/RECORDER
Why get a sound system where you have to add things
to get what you want when Sony has a sound system
that has what you 're looking for. If you 're looking for an
eight -track player/recorder, FM -AM -FM stereo receiver,
a full -size record playe r and speakers , you can stop
looking . Th is Sony Compact Stereo System has it all and
with Sony's high quality perfo rmance to match . The only
thing you really have to add are some records , 8-track
tapes , and your favorite easy chair. "IT'SASON'i?
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RESEARCH
FREE CATALOG!
Write or call for your copy of our
latest catalog of over 5,000 research studies . These studies are
designed to HELP YOU IN THE
PREPARATION of:
• Research Papers
Essays
• Case Studies
Speeches
• Book Re.views

•
•

WE ALSO DO CUSTOM WRITING

MINUTE RESEARCH
1360 N. Sandburg , #1602
Chicago. Illinois 60610

New SCS- organization fighting racism
By Judy Juenger

People in St. Cloud exhibit a
'' curious
prejudice' ' -they
are more curious about
minorities than prejudiced,
according to Carleen Thordahl
of the recently formed
National Student Coalition

312-337-2704
·:11,.._.11111111111111111111111111111111111n11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~
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Friday, March 19

•

internationa Ily-know n

NATIONAL BANK

"The Trashmen"
50's show and dance band

Princ•tan Ballraam
just 25 minutes east of St. Cloud

Against Racism (NSCAR).
scs.
Speaking at a meeting of the
"What we can do here for
NSCAR Monday, Jim Jas- the national cause is to
zcazk said the number one publicize and hold .teach-ins, "
racist is a person from St. Lieberman said.
Cloud who has never met a
However, other NSCAR
Black, yet when asked if he is members said they feel that
racist, he says no.
local racism issues should be
'.fhe SCS chapter of NSCAR, emphasized more.
which was given orgat).ization"We cannot focus on
al status by Student Activities national politics~we can
this week, is a multi-racial bring them into arguments but
· student and youth organiza- we cannot focus on them
tion. The group attempts to here," Thordahl said. "We
fight racism through petitions ·have to take St. Cloud as a
and legal battle.s. The purpose unit-as a community and
of the SCS chapter is to look at things that are
emphasize national racism happening within our so. issue·s such as busjng, ciety.''
deportation of undocumented · Lieberman said they could
migrant workers, and discrim- ajtack campus racism issues
ination, said David Lieber- but '' at present the issues on
man, NSCAR organizer at campus have not made

,

,

1 mile north of Princeton

Beer and Setups

•

For reservations call 389-4345

•

MALL GERMAIN at EIGHTH

themselves evident. ''
Thordahl also expressed
surprise at the fact that
although
NSCAR
is
a
multi-racial group by consitution, there are no Blacks in the
SCS chapter.
"One of my concerns is
getting the Black students and
minority students on campus
involved," Lieberman said.
He added that the group
must somehow show Blacks
that NSCAR is supporting
them in the fight for their
·rights. But, LieQerman said,
just telling them that would be
met with "an enthusiastic
thud."
NSCAR hopes to sponsor an
event in correspondence with
the commemoration of Martin
Luther King's death in April.
But NSCAR hopes for more
student involvement.
"I don 't see that we can do
much without the support of
the people we are working
for," J aszczak said.
N~CAR will meet again
Monday, 4 p.m. in Atwood.

Candidates
Continued from page 3

been·viable for him to become
involved in local politics.
"I don't look at it from a
career standpoint and am not
seeking any kind of endorsement. But I am concerned
about the ,city and because of
my lifelong interest in politics,
I felt now would be a good
time to try to become
involved," Sikkink said.
Jerry Weyrens

•

Carlo ·Rossi Burgundy
"The wine with the pron,ise of a kiss"
· Salute:
My name is "Carlo" Rossi. As you know, it
takes good grapes to make good wine. - The grapes in
Carlo Rossi California· Burgundy receive plenty of
sunshine during the day and cool breezes during the
night. The warmth makes them develop the body and
character I like in a burgundy. The coolness develops
the deep color and adds complexity to the flavor.
When you taste Carlo Rossi Burgundy, notice
the clarity and the deep, ruby-red color. Then
swirl it in your glass, sniff the wine and e~perience
the fruity, complex . aroma, THE PROMISE OF A KISS TO
COME. Then taste the wine. Bacio dolce!
I believe you will enjoy Carlo Rossi Burgundy
a wine made for you to enjoy as much as I do.
·
Ciao,

~~

The second
incumbent
seeking reelection, Weyrens,
currently manages Angus
Acres and Angushire Golf
Course.
A member of Knights of
Columbus, St. Cloud Rotary
and Elks -clubs and the St.
Cloud Hospital Board of
Trustees, Weyrens also helped developed the St. · Cloud
Planning Commission during
his previous term.
"I'm proud of the council's
current record," he said. "We
do have a lot of work to be
done; but I think many things
the council have done have
proven effective and successful."

Nigh{ Owls

are discovering the greatest cure
for them unchies is a Beef Burrito
with hot sauce ... and only 60
cents ... at Taco John's, located
behind the Paramont theatre
downtown.
Unique, unusual and
original diamo_n d
engagement rings
and wedding bands .

RCl'JALD
ffilGINALS
JEv\!ELERS
701 Hennepin at 7th St.
Downtown Minneapolis ·
339-4767

Carlo Rossi Vineyards, Modesto, Stanislaus County, California
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The Creative Arts Committee
meets every Wednesday at 3:30
p.m . in 222 Atwood .
The Journeyfolk' meet every
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the outings
center in Atwood .
The Literary CommlttH meets
every Wednesday at 4:30 p.m . in
222, Atwo~d .
The Special Events CommlttH
meets every Tuesday at 3 p.m . in
222 Atwood.
The Games and recreation
comrnlttH meets every Monday
at 4 p.m . in the Outings center in
Atwood .
The Concerts Company meets
every Monday at 4 p.m. in 222
Atwood .
The Media Relations ·commlttN meets every Monday at 3 p.m .
in 222 Atwood .
The FIims CommlttH meets
every Wednesday at 3:30 p.m . in
222 Atwood .
The CoffNhouse CommlttH
meets every Wednesday at 3:30
p.m . in 222 Atwood .
The Symposiums and Forums
CommlttH meets every Tuesday
at 4 p.m . in the Watab Room ,
Atwood.
·

KVSC ·
Peter Frampton Comes Alive
on the 1,000 cycle test this Friday
at 8 p.m. 77 minutes of solid
Frampton at_88.5 F.M .

Lec1ures

,

Mientka from the University of
Nebraska will be on campus April
1 and April 2. He will speak on
"New Priorities for Undergraduate Education in Math Science "
on April 1 at 3 p.m . In MS 119. He
will
speak
on
" Arithmetic
Problems in the Theory of
Numbers" on April 1 at 8 p.m. in
MS 125. He will -be available to
meet with students from 8 to 10
a.m. on April 2 in MS 170.

MEC

I.

The . Performing Artists Serles
will hold a committee meeting
open to ail on Monday at 3 p.m. in
the· Sauk room, Atwood.

~eeflngs
Student Component Assembly
meets every Thursday at 6 p.m. in
the Civic-Penney Room, Atwood.
Major Special Events meets
every Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the
MEC office, Atwood .
Do you have any questions
about drinking or the problems
that may go along with it? Maybe
we can answer them . On-Campu s
AA meets Mondays at 4 p.m. in
the Rud Room , Atwood .
The Council for Exceptional
Children meets at 5 p.m. every
Tuesday in the open area of the
Education building .
The Marketing Club meets
every Thursday at 1 p.m. The
Marketing-Dayton Group meets
every Tuesday at 10 a.m. in
BB323.

Cheerleadlng try-outs for the
football/ basketball squad will be
held on March 31 at 7:30 p.m. in
the North Balcony In Haienbeck.
A practice will be he.id previous to
try-outs Tuesday from 4 p.m. to 6
p.m. Both male and females are
Invited to try-out.
SCAR Forum presents Carlos
Cansino and Philberto ·Chairez of
the Minnesota M igrant Council.
Discussion on the problems of
Minnesota' s migrant farm workers w ill be held on Monday at 4
p.m. in the Atwood Theatre.
The Academic Computer Service will be open more hours
during spring _quarter; MondayThursday 7:30 a.m. to midnight;
Friday 7:30 a.m . to 9 p.m. ;
Satu rday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. ; and
Sunday noon to midnight .

Applications for student counselors 1976-77 for orientation
programs are still available.
Apply before April 15 or call 2205
at 222G, Atwood.
The Tri County
Humane
Society has the following pets for ·
adoption : Schnauzer cross-M ,
Black Lab cross- M F, · Collie
puppy-F, Span iel Cross puppiesM F, Poodle-Spitz- F, Malamute
cross- M F, African Bark-less F,
Basset Hound- F, two male
black-white cats , 1 F cat , 1 spayed
F collie shepherd.
Anyone
wishing to adopt a pet may call
252-0896 or drop in at 127 Lincoln
Ave. NE. Shelter hours are from 2
to 7 p.m. weekdays and from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturdays.

Recreation
Open gym hours at Eastman
Hail are: Monday-Friday, ail
gyms 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
Monday-Thursday, north and
south 7 p.m. to midnight,
Monday and Wednesday; main
gym · 7 p.m : to midnight ;
Saturday, all gyms 5 p.m . to 9
p.m. Open pool hours ar e:
Monday-Friday 11 :30 · a.m. to
12:30 p.m.; Monday-Thursday 7
p.m. to midnight, Saturday 5
p.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday 1 p.m.
to 9 p.m .
Try-outs and practice for the
Soccer Club's spring season will
be held in Haienbeck Hail,
W-balcony, Monday-Thursday at
4 p.m . Bring tennis shoes,
co-educational.
Men's lntermural softball, fast
and slow pitc!J, volleyball, and
badm itton rosters are to be in tc
the IM office soon .
The plnball wizard tournament
will be held_March 29 to April 1 in
the Atwood Games Area. $20 first
place prize plus a pinball w izard
t-shirt to t.he top six players.

p~~~·
.,

VISION-EASE GROWTII CHALLANGES GIANTS OF LENS
INDUSTRY.
The Vision-Ease Company ·began manufacture of glass ophthalmic
lenses in the early 1940' s · under the name Visionez. It was then
located at 318 N. 14th Avenue in a building formerly used for the
manufacture Qf automobile springs.
In 1948 the company was purchas_ed by Eldon R. Siehl. He changed
the company name to Vision-Ease · in 1952._ At that time the
manufacturing area was expanded and the company then employed
35 people.
Further expan~ions took place in 1955 and again in 1958. Improved
equipment was added. Production increased to 1500 pairs of lenses
per day and 80 people were employed.
By 1968 Vision-Ease was recognized throughout the ophthalmic
industry as a supplier of top-quality multifocal lenses with a very wide
variety of styles ; colors and sizes. In that year Mt. Siehl sold the firm
to the Buckbee Mears Company of St. Paul, Minnesota. Vision-Ease
is now operated as a wholely _owned but autonomous sunsidiary of
Buckbee Mears, St. Paul, Minnesota.·
In 1969 Vision-Ease began marketing a significant number of
lenses in.temationally. In 1973, a lens plant, Vision-Ease Europe;
began operation .in West Germany. Also, the St. Cloud plant moved
from its old, overcrowded location on 14th Avenue North to its present
location in the St: Cloud Industrial Park. The new plant contains
75,000 square feet" of space on about 18 acres of land. To provide
quick service to its customers, ·the company has nine stock offices
scattered throughout the United States.
In 1974, the company added the production of plastic ophthalmic
lens.e s to its established line of glass lenses. Local employment now
totals 340 pe~ple. It is the largest of the local lens manufacturers.
Nationally, it ranks about · 8th in size as a multifocal lens
manufacturer.
Lauri Tiala, Presidnet and General Manager during most of the last
five year growth of Vison-Ease, is active in the Chamber of Commerce
and Lyons Club activities.
-
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Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship has prayer and praise every
Friday at 7 p.m. in the Rud Room ,
Atwood.

Industrial gas 1urbine power

Start every ~ay with prayer at
the
inter Varsity
Christian
Fellowship
prayer
m·eetings,
Monday through Friday at 7:30
p.m . In the Jerde Room , Atwood.

VALVE
QUALITY SINCE

plants and 1ubogenerators
BOX T

-...

1932
SARTELL,M_INNESOTA 56377,

ST. CLOUD, · MINNESOTA 56301

WOODCRAFT INDUSTRIES

obel Beef Packers, Inc.
14TH STREET

525 Lincoln Ave. SE
St. Cloud, MN
.
612/ 252 -1503

U.S.A.

PHONE (612) 251-0221

56301

a

SRD AVENUE SOUTH

ST, CLOUD, MINNESOTA !58301

B~Rck,e~

St. Cloud
(6121 441 - 3819

MPLS.

-Manufacturers £ Distributors

(f512) 2!51-8484-

PtlUtf (JMP

~

OU.MOTTO

A lecture ent itled "The Fitting
Life: The Responsible Self and
the Christian Eth ic of H. Richard
Nieb.u hr, "
by Peter Frib ley,
Minister, United Ministries in
Higher Education , SCS will be
given March 30 at 8:15 p.m. in
Brown Hali 232, sponsored by the
philosophy department.

DeZURIK
A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL

CORPORATION

Religion

There will be a meeting for the
1976-77 Special Education Interns
on Tuesday , April 6 in Rooms
A235-A236 in the Education
Praise the Lord for the day
Building .
every day at the Inter Varsity
- - - - - - - - - - - - · Christian
Fellowship
prayer
meetings,
Monday
through
Thursday at 4 p.m. in the Jerde
Homecoming '76 wants your Room , Atwood.
help now! Join the comm ittee of
your.. choice .

Miscellaneous

KNDW THE ST. CLOUD
INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITY

KOMO MACHINE INC.
T OO LS - D I ES - F I XTU R f: $
S PEC I A L MAC HI N E :; - SURFAC E G R I ND ING
1840 H W Y . 23

S T . CLOUD . M I NN

PHONE

•TAINL ■ ••

• ·T IIL TANKS

e

·EPENDABILITY

252-0580

St. Cloud Industrial Parle
St. Cloud,
. Tel. (6 l 2) 252-8200
Minnesota 56301

LAND!:
·
9117J packing
11f /

company

POST OFFICE BOX 851
0

1ST AVE . ANO 16TH STREET SOUTH
ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA 56301

612·252- 1331

Vision Ease Corporation

..,_.,..__...,.."""I
l

)

_p1Mt1e1phfthle.._WMb

A 1oocl •lpbor atpleJ• ·eunndy .
employing four St. Cload State padutea
and eight students.

:;:

Classifieds

II
All Chronicle classlilec:t advertising must be paid In
advance. Ads may be placed over
the telephone, but
not be run
until payment Is received. The
rates for classified advertising Is
25 cents per five word llne per
Insertion paid In advance.
Deadlines for classified advertising are Tuesday noon for Frl~ay
Issues and Thursday noon for
::- Tuesday Issues.

will

asking $175 or best offer. Like
new. Call Mark 251-8141.

Housing

non-smoking women to share. 5th
Ave. So. Close to university.
253-2549 after 4:15 p.m.
VACANCY FOR one male to
share furnished apartment three
blocks from campus . 253-4839.
Parking available.

LARGE FURNISHED 2 bedroom.
Close to campus for 4 or 5, call
252-4876.
VACANCY FOR 1 girl to share
319 4th Ave. So. 253-6606.
YOUNG
ADULT
Apartment
ADDRESSERS WANTED imCommunity. 5 blks. to campus . 2
mediately! Work at home - no
& 3 BR apts., 3 & 4 BR
experience necessary - excellent
townhouses.
Apts.
Available
pay. Write American Service,
now. Oak . Leaf Apts . Call
1401 Wilson Blvd ., Suite 101 ,
253-4422.
Arlington, Va. 22209
SHARE
furnished TYPING PAPERS of all kinds,
PORSCHE 914. Cal! after 5 p.m., FEMALE
251-1856.
.
.
apartment . Available immediate- 252-2166.
STAMPS: PLATE blocks, singles, ly. Close campus . Laundry .
253-5306.
-:- used or unused . Call 253-4767 ..
1974 PINTO Runabout. 12,000 AIR CONDITIONED furnished
summer housing for women to
miles. Excellent condition .
BEFORE YOU say, "It's lost!"
share , $65 per session , $120 for check at the Atwood main desk
$2,500. Call 253-2624.
RIVERFRONT HOME: Wooded both, utilities paid . 252-7718 for for any lost articles.
acres, fireplace, beamed ceilings information or see Linda at 912 MAKE YOURSELF heard. Vote
with cedar planking, 3 bedrooms 5th Ave. So .
Sikkink for City Council March
plus den , private dock beach , MALE STUDENT housing • 29 .
fully equipped kitchen. Many openings for summer & 76-77 STU.DENT SAVINGS on tickets to
school year . Shared facilities.
other extras. 60 ' s 253-4889 .
the
Hays
and
Paramount
Close to campus. Inquire 626 6th
~ ~ 1975 TS 400 Suzuki. Less than 500
Theatres at the Atwood main desk
miles. $800. - Fisher's DX Service Ave . So. 252-9226 .
ticket booth. Sold from 10 a.m . to
share furnished 11 p.m. for $1 .75.
120 North 6th Ave. Ask for GIRLS TO
apartment . Utilities paid. Lovely MAKE DON Sikkink your City
Kenny.
1971
MAVERICK.
Excellent area. Close to college and Council choice on March 29.
downtown . 251-9418 .
condition . 251-2055.
BUY AND use for up to 6 months.
'68 PLYMOUTH Fury Ill, 318, NEW FURNISHED one bedroom Discount tic'kets for the Hays an.p
AT, PS , PB 2 dr. HT. $300, apartment near college. $175 per Paramount Theatres available at
month
plus
utilities.
Ph . . Atwood main desk ticket booth _Sharon 253-9969.
STEREO-BSA turntable, receiver 252-7755 after 5 p.m .
A COUNCILMAN who cares.... with cassette deck and recorder , VACANCY FOR 1 girl In 2 bd. vote Don Sikkink on March 29 .
two 18 inch speakers and Midland apt . Available March 1 - 393 2nd BEFORE YOU ride the Greyheadphones . Excellent cond ition, Ave . So . - also tak ing reservations hound , check into the Commuter
all under $250 . Call 255-2589 - ask for summer and fall . 251-3287 .
Bus Service at the Atwood main
FALL RENTAL.
Area
with desk ticket booth. 10 a.m .-4 p.m .
for Steve.
ATLANTIS 4 speakers. New $300 , kitchen and bath for group of four LOST PUPPY 4 mo. old. Half

Wanted

For Sale

Attention

DUE TO ILLNESS HENRY FONDA
WILL NOT PERFORM ·"CLARENCE DARROW"
AS SCHEDULED
APPEARING INSTEAD WILL BE

~VI
RY
America's foremost
politic~l satirist
and impressionist

Collie half Ger. Shep. Wearing
leather chrome studded collar. If
found. please call 252-0826.
STOP AT Atwood main desk and
check out wide assortment of
magazines.
YOUR GIRLFRIEND had a date
last nite with The .Vets Club. You
owe yourself an Oly.
"PLANTS NEED homes too."
Buy some at Atwood main desk.
Various kinds available including
hanging pots.
'
ATWOOD
RENTAL
Center
spring quarter hours are: Monday
9-11 a.m . for returns, MondayThursday 2-~ p.m. Reservations
made with damage deposit.. Let
us outfit you with spring skiing
and camping equipment.

800-223-5569.
GREATEST THANKS to whoever
returned my class ring . Thanks
again . Mark Olson .
TEACHING GRADUATES enroll
now, 100' s openings on file, no
fee or obligation unless placed .
Send : Name, address , major
field. Teacher ' s Service Bureau
(Established 1929), 227 Thayer
Ave ., Mankato, MN 56001 .
JEWELERY. MADE In silver or
gold. From your design or mine.
T. Hafner 253-2026.
WE KNOW you are out there DZ.
We saw you wearing the crest
that binds us together . Call us
252-3357 .

PERSONALS

STUDENTS MAKE money up to
$95 per wk/ part time at home
addressing envelopes . Companies want that " personal touch ."
For more information regarding
opportunities with these companies ,
Send
$3
to
Phoenix
Advertising , Box 11707, Atlanta ,
Ga. 30305 . .

INTERESTED IN- no-frills low
cost jet travel to Europe, Africa,
the Midd.le East , the Far East?
Educational flights has been
helping people travel on a budget
with · maximum flexibility and
minimum ha&sle for six years . For
more
info
call
toll
free

Employment

Jobs

II

The following
jobs are
available through the Student
Employment Service (SES) this
week .
Cocktail
waitress/bartenderwork three nights a week and
weekends from 6 p.m .-2 a. m . on a
rotating basis . Experience preferred , but they will train . Person
must be here fo r the summer.
$2.20 per hour.
Summer work
Bottling
workerspersons
livin g near t he Ch aska , Mi nn .,
area wanted for full ti me work by
food processing company .
Camp management- work six
weeks managing a Boy Scout
reservation in northern Minn .
Must have scout ing experience.
$1 ,500.
Creyt
supervisorspersons
l iving near the Ol ivia, Minn. , area
wanted to supervise work crew of
youths ages 12-18. Crews w ill
work 'trom 6 or 7 a.m .-2 p.m . all

r

week . $~.50-$3 per hour. Job
begins June 15 and ends in
August. Several open ings .
Route sales- work from June
through August for consumer
products
division
of
seed
company. $850 to $900 per mon th
plus company car.
Summer resort work- positions
vary from waiter/ wait ress to dock
work . The reso rt also needs an
activity d irector whose month ly
salary will be negotiated on t he
basis
of
background
and
exper ience. There are on-prem ise
accom odati ons (m en 's and women 's
cabins
availabl e)
if
necessary, fo r $4 per day for room
and board .
If you are interest ed in any one
of these openings , please stop in
t he SES office inside Career
Planning and Placement , 101
Adm ini strat ive Services Build ing
or call 255-3756 .

,

Set younelf dOWD·

orpickyounelf up
ON
MARCH 29 AT· 8 P.M.
IN STEWART HALL AUDITORIUM
SCSU STUDENTS - $2
COMMUNITY STUDEN TS - $2.50
COMMUNITY - $3
(Atwood Ticket BQoth or a t the Door)
(Coming: HARTFORD BALLET - April 7)

At Wendy's, you can choose to set yourself down
in our dining room. O r pick yourself up some food at
our fast, convenient Pick-Up Window.
Either way, you11 enjoy Wendy's Old Fashioned
Hamburgers. They're made from 100% pure beef.
And they're never pre-cooked or pre-wrapped.

Crossroads
Shopping Center
4011 West
Division St.
St. Cloud, Minn.
253-6957 .

Continued from page 13

KNOW THE ST.CLOUD
BUSINESS COMMUNITY

There's only

member Clarence Temte, that
is looking into the feasibility of
such an organization. The
committee . is to collect
information and report back to
SCA.
"Changing governance is a
slow evolution,'' Backe~ said.
" It is up to the SCA to protect
the student as much as
possible."
Backes said it is hard to
determine how soon the new
government would be operational. He added that it would
probably be called the Student
Association, patterned after
the Faculty Association.
"We fear what we don't
understand," Backes said.
"When we're not certain of
what's going on , when we 're
not well informed, we become
nervous and · upset. It's a
tenuous situation.''
Backes believes this situation can be allieviated if
students and faculty "start
rapping on an informal
basis."

O'MALLEY'S AMC SUPPORTIVE SCS SPORTS

onetl$g
worse than
findingout
youltave

O'Malley's AMC, a longtime American Motors dealership. has
recently added Buick automobiles to their line of new cars and will
showcase them along with AMC cars at their building located at 2800
South 1st Street. Expanding th~ operation to accommodate the Bui<:k
line has necessitated expansion of ~he show room area to allow for at
least three more cars being displayed, as well as substantial
enlargement of the Parts and Service Departments to accom nwd at c
the additional volume generated by the double franchise.
Fourteen employees have been able to achieve for O'Mallcy·s an ·
enviable reputation for sales and se"rvice with only the AMC line.
Additional people will be employed, as the need dictates. as the
marketing and servicing of the Buick line doubles volume.

cancer.

Not
finding out.
Many cancer.s can
be cured if discovered
early e nough . Get a
regular . health che ckup. Start now.
We want to wipe
out canc e r in your
lifetim e. Give to th e
American C ancer
Society.

American
Cancer Society

,.

~fter several years of formal study of business. · Charles O'Mallcy.
now Vice President and General Manager of O'Malley·s AMC. was
employed at St. Cloud Hospital fora time before launching a larger in
the automobile business which started with selling cars. new and
used and maturing to niana_g ing sales for different St. Clnucl car
dealerships. The AMC franchise has been operating in St. Clnud fi ,r
10 years.

I

*

<.,.,..

Charles O'Malley and Donald Watkins, President of the Company.
are well known business men throughout Ce_n tral Minnesota and their ·
customer lists -include many people from Sherburne and Morrisnn
counties as well as from almost all the communities of Stearns
County-. Donald Watkins, President of O'Malley's AMC & Buick is
readily identified in the Univer_sity community because of the l,11rg
time supportive roll he bas played in the St. Cloud's sports prngrams.

THIS SPACE CON TRIBUTED BY THE PUBLI SHER

The ''l,reaWast ·
experll"

Purity

Pasteurized PrQd_u cts
251-0321

601 EIGHTH A VE. NO.
ST. CLOUD, MINN. 56301

MILK CO.

Open 24·H11ri

Mechanical Service Speclall1t1

118 Sixth ·At:enue South

a6/lll'IR"l·lll'BP6 iRII.
SALES

•

DIVISION OF OWENS SERVICE COMPANY

SERVICE

ESTABLISHED 1899
INCORPORATED ~927
211 FIFTH A VENUE SOUTH

£1ASDE

8~0/'oud,Jlw,.

Commercial and lndustrlal
Air Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration

OlaeJt 7ottl Oeal~lilp

24-hour Telephone
252-5240

142 Lincoln Ave . NE .
St. Cloud , Mn.

NATIONAL BUSHING

&

~MIGOS:

PARTS CO.

AUTOMOTIVE - A~RICULTURAL
- INDUSTRIAL PARTS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Add these words to your basic vocabulary
now, whether or not 'you're planning a trip
to Mexico soon.

COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP SERVICE

3110 WEST DIVISION ST.

SPANISH
chocho
gargarizando
sacamuelas
bulla
manteca
pantufla

ENGLISH
childish old inan
gargling
quack dentist
soft coal
1ard
bedroom slipper

PHONE: 252-1200

(612) 251-3221
121 - 29th Avenue South
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301

C.

Krueger Novelty Co.

THE ALL NEW '

\»at\1 sioE SUPPER

'L.·u,

PINBALL- PHONOGRAPHS

"Oloice of Five Dl1'1'181"S"
This coupon good for $1.00
ciscount against _guest check
Unit one per .person
·1
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CANDY- CIGARETTES
CONTACT LYLE OR JERRY

Here at Jose Cuervo, we believe
. an informed consumer is an
informed consumer.

JOSE CUERVO•TEQUILA. 80 PROOF.
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY C) 1975, HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD, CONN .

ESTABLISHED 1927

I
I
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For .reservations - 253-5630

Rt. #2 Rice, Mm.
6 miles N~ of Sartell
on West River Road ·

PH-612-251-6871

2_2 05 DIVISION ST. ·

ST CLOUD. MINN ..

O' MA.LLEY AMC.-BUICK
612-251-5464

2820 1st St. South
St. Cloud, MN_ 56301

.
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